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ideas and a vision for the future. It did, however, have a chance to project a new hegemonic project when it appeared to adopt the concept of 'stakeholder capitalism'. Since the election we have not heard much about stakeholding, but in truth this had been abandoned long before then.
There were times when Labour looked as though it would commit itself to an assault on the enthusiasm for market-led growth. In 1994 Labour's Industry Forum published its industrial manifesto, which generally emphasized financial reform and industrial strategy, thus issuing an implicit challenge to the ascendancy of macroeconomic conservatism and neoliberal economics. With the replacement of Robin Cook as industrial spokesperson, industrial policy was slowly deradicalized, and at the same time Gordon Brown firmly remained the Treasury's man. The Trade and Industry team was marginalized and the Treasury team reasserted its supremacy. The personnel on the present Labour front bench means that New Labour's ability to articulate a distinctive and progressive political economy has fallen foul of its prior determination to appease nervous and conservative financial markets. The commitment of Gordon Brown to the previous government's expenditure plans and his hostility to tax increases, meant that no matter which party won the election the Treasury were victorious.
A headline in The Financial Times summed up New Labour's overall position: 'Labour Sets Out to Make Similar Look Different ' (21 May 1996) . These shifts to the right and its acceptance of the assumptions of the Thatcherite revolution in political economy have deprived the Blairite project of the only sociopolitical content its intellectual backers had given it: stakeholder capitalism. One important source for the concept is provided by the French economist and businessman Michel Albert. His book Capitalism against Capitalism (1992) is to some extent a response to Francis Fukuyama (1992). Albert contends that Fukuyama is wrong because history will continue as the conflict is no longer between rival systems, but rather between different models of capitalism:
With the collapse of communism, it is as if a veil has been suddenly lifted from our eyes. Capitalism, we can now see, has two faces, two personalities. The neo-American model is based on individual success and short-term financial gain; the Rhine model, of pedigree but with strong Japanese connections, emphasises collective success, consensus and long-term concerns. In the last decade or so,
